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Abstract .
The interest of PET is now well established in medical research . Recently PET has proved to

be also usetul in the clinical domain e.g. tor the diagnosis of epilepsy , myocardial disease etc... Its use
has been so far limited by the cost of the radionuclide production and the cost of the PET itself .
However inexpensive , compact cyclotrons and centralized distribution of F18 are beginning to facilitate
the availability of radionuclides .

Thanks to its performances in terms of high random rate , sensitivity gain , random reduction,
TOF is becoming practical for clinical use , especially with new types of architecture allowing the
reduction of the cost of the detection head , so far the main obstacle to the use of TOF PET in clinical
domain.
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Introduction .

Up to now PET has been a very interesting tool for medical research and is
likely to lead in the future to new discoveries in the brain metabolism or to new
pharmaceutical applications. Recently it has drawn the attention of big companies
such as GE and Siemens; this can be considered as the promise of a large
expansion in the near future .

Indeed , PET has proved to also be useful in clinical domain e.g. for the
diagnosis of epilepsy , myocardial disease etc ...

However its wider usage is hampered by the complexity and hence the cost
involved in the setting up of an operational PET center, namely stemming from :

- the tomograph itself , rather sophisticated compared to a gamma-
camera

- the necessity of a cyclotron and a radiochemist team in the vicinity,
due to the short half life of radionuclides used in PET.

Concerning the second point the situation is likely to improve thanks to the
recent availability of small and cheap cyclotrons dedicated to the production of
current PET radionuclides .

In adition to that , installations of distribution centers of F18 are being
developed , so that one cyclotron can supply several PET machines set up around
in the vicinity .

As for the PET machine the cost mainly results from two causes :
- the complexity of the gantry ( wobbling etc ... )
- the number of PMs used

The number of PMs is especially a problem for TOF machines not



organised in detector block but instead , to keep up a good time resolution , in single
probes which are moreover fitted with quartz window PMs , more expensive , but
necessary to deal with the short wavelength emission of the BaF2 generally used in
TOF machines .

Nonetheless , this report will show that new TOF machine architectures
can be contemplated leading to less sophisticated apparatus but maintaining the
main performances of current TOF PET tomographs .

Interest of clinical TOF.

TOF is , for instance , well adapted to brain or heart examinations with O15,
involving a very high dose of labelled water injected into the patient and
consequently, a very high counting rate that only a TOF machine is able to stand
without dramatic losses .

Let us recall that this advantage is not inherent to the TOF process itself but
stems from the use of fast crystals and fast electronics , needed to achieve good
time resolution .

Besides, the intrinsic advantage of TOF remains the signal / noise ratio,
resulting in the well known equivalent sensitivity improvement and in a significant
reduction of the random influence I1I .On current machines with a resolving time
rated between 550 and 700 picoseconds , this sensitivity gain is 1.4 to 1.8 for a
O 20 phantom but it would reach 3.3 for a resolving time of 300 psec.

However, whatever the time resolution , another significant advantage of
TOF is the random reduction .

Indeed , one major problem in PET is the accurate evaluation of the
randoms :

- on machines where the randoms are measured via a time delay , this
measurement introduces additional noise .

- on machines where the randoms are estimated from the singles , the
accuracy is far from satisfactory , especially with non homogeneous objects like the
breast .

In both cases , as the trues are obtained by the difference between the total
measured counts and the estimated randoms , minimizing the random rate
decreases the resulting error on the trues evaluation by a significant amount .

In this case TOF presents an actual interest.
Indeed, it is known that in a conventional tomograph, due to the

reconstruction process which spreads the influence of each element on the whole
field , the standard deviation is of the form :

o2 = 0.3nt. d/a

n, : nb trues per pixel
a : pixel dimension
d : phantom diameter
0.3 : coefficient depending on the filter



In the TOF technique , as only the length equivalent to the TOF accuracy is
associated with each element, the standard deviation is :

o2 = 0.4 n t . T / a

T: : TOF accuracy
0.4 : filter coefficient

The same formula is valid to express the randoms standard deviation :

with TOF o2 = 0.4 n r i /a

withoutTOF a2 = 0.3 n r D / a

nr : nb randoms per pixel
D : FOV diameter

In this case we can see that not only does the TOF process result in a
random reduction, the coincidence window being about 3 or 4 times narrower, but
also the error introduced by the random estimation is significantly reduced . With the
TOF process the only randoms localized in the space defined by the TOF accuracy
are involved . Without TOF , the randoms corresponding not only to the phantom
dimension but to the whole FOV , which is considerably larger , are taken into
account.

Finally , the total improvement of S/N ratio can be expressed by a global
equivalent sensitivity gain of the TOF process ( including now the random influence)
which is the ratio of the number of true events needed to get the same noise level on
the image , and is given by the following equation :

d + D Il p
ESG - 0.75 -

nTOF P

n : random / true ratio at 1 |iCi / cc

p : phantom concentration ( (iCi / cc )

The random / true ratio and the equivalent total sensitivity gain of TTV. 03 ,
the last generation of TOF PET, developed by LETI ,versus the radionuclide
concentration in the phantom , are presented in fig.1 and fig. 2 .

Increasing the sensitivity is obviously valuable in clinical situation because it
results either in a lower dose injected to the patient or in a shorter examination



duration . As this examination also includes the transmission measurements it is
then beneficial to shorten the transmission sequence . In fact the length of the
transmission measurements is conditioned by the accuracy of those
measurements : the transmission sequence can stop as soon as the accuracy on
the attenuation coefficients ( depending on the number of acquired events ) reaches
such a level that the added error can be neglected on the reconstructed image .

In this case once again the error on the attenuation coefficients , inducing a
noise on the image , depends on the accuracy of the random estimation .

Thanks to the narrow TOF time window , not only is the random rate kept
low but also the true level of the randoms can be measured , as it is available
between the two TOF windows corresponding to the intersection of the line of
response with the annular source , as shown on fig 3 .

Exploitation results .

The above capabilities of TOF have been confirmed by the two year
exploitation on site of the three T.T.V.03 machines installed by LETI . In particular
high dose injections of labelled water ( above 30 mCi ) are routinely used without
noticeably worsening the machine linearity .

The use on site of the TOF machines also permits the clarification of the
statements concerning the intrinsic drawbacks so far ascribed to the TOF
machines, principally stemming from the utilization of BaF2 , namely :

- low intrinsic efficiency of the crytal, leading to low sensitivity
- high scatter ratio
- poor spatial resolution due to the use of crystals larger than in block

detector machines .
Indeed ,in a machine fitted with single probes , the minimum diameter of

available PMs does not allow the reduction of the crystal dimension without loosing
significantly in the packing fraction .

Table I shows some comparative measurements between the LETI TTV03
tomograph and a current non TOF PET . The data given in the table come from three
papers by the SHFJ * ,3am ( Mazoyer et al. ) I2I (3I I4I, two of them presented at the
IEEE Conference on Medical Imaging held at Washington in 1990 .

The spatial resolution was measured on both machines with a 2 mm steel
line source filled with 1 mCi of Ge68 ; the phantom used to evaluate the sensitivity is
a 20 cm cylindrical phantom overlapping the axial FOV of the machine.

For all the measurements the machines were kept in the same
configurations : septa in , routine threshold ( 250 Kev for ECAT , 150 Kev for
TTV.03).

In contradiction with the previously estimated performances based on
theoretical estimations , the measured parameters show that the problems of using
BaF2 are somewhat exagerated .

We can see in particular that in spite of the difference in crystal width
( 7 mm for LETI and 5.6 mm for CTI machine ) the spatial resolutions, measured in
wobbling mode for the two machines, are not very different ( note particularly the
figures for a source at 10 cm from the center ) .
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This results from the fact that the resolution is kept up in the LETI
tomograph by the use of single probes separated by septa to avoid crosstalk in
contiguous channels, and is degraded on the contrary in CTI machine due to the use
of block detectors and a localisation process which is inherently not free from errors .

The slice sensitivity , obtained by dividing the total machine true counts by
the number of slices , is better for TTV 03 due to the larger dimension of the crystals
in the Z axis . Then , in order to compare the effective sensitivities of the TTV 03
BaF2 crystal and the ECAT BGO crystal , the slice sensitivity has been normalized
by the equivalent slice width ( here considered as the axial resolution ).

We can see that the figures, however not normalized by the detection
diameter ( 890 mm for TTV 03 , 765 mm for ECAT ) are quite comparable in spite of
the lower intrinsic efficiency of the BaF2 . This is explained by the depth of the
TTV 03 crystals ( 45 mm instead of 30 for BGO ) and by the low energy threshold
( 150 Kev on TTV 03 , instead of bout 300 Kev on ECAT ).

This low threshold does not lead however to a significant increase of the
scatter fraction because, below 300 Kev, a large proportion of gammas are scattered
at large angles so that the resulting lines of response pass out of the useful FOV
and then are not taken into account in the reconstruction process.

In addition , the table shows the unquestionable advantage of TTV 03
concerning the count losses .

Finally TOF has no actual drawback compared to conventional PET for use
in clinical routine ; it has on the other hand the advantage of efficiency even at high
counting rate examinations.

The main inconvenience of the current TOF PET , resulting from the use of a
larger number of PMs at a higher price , is the production cost which , so far,
prohibits a clinical use .

Solutions for clinical TOF PET.

Up to now there is no foreseable breakthrough in detection material or
technology which would permit a significant progress in terms of simplification or
cost reduction ; consequently, if the current research PETs are to evolve towards
clinical machines less sophisticated and less expensive , this necessarily results in
a compromise and eventually the clinical PET won't exhibit as good a performance
as the research tool .

However, if the simplification must be at the expense of one (or more) of the
main parameters of a PET : sensitivity, spatial resolution , counting rate ... the
choice critérium will depend on the clinical destination of the machine .

In clinical routine it certainly is beneficial to keep up a good sensitivity
although an increase in sensitivity results in a higher couting rate , but in some
cases the associated losses can be more easily tolerated . On the other hand,
some other applications , for instance heart studies with O15 demand a high
counting rate but tolerate a spatial resolution lower than for brain imaging .

Considering the possibility of reducing the price of a TOF PET in view of a
clinical use , there is one obvious solution consisting in decreasing the detection
front surface , thereby reducing the number of PMs ;

This can be achieved through two ways :
instead of a crystal assembly forming a complete ring around the



body use only two opposing surfaces , like in gamma cameras
- reduce the number of rings .

The result is both a reduction of the FOV and a reduction of sensitivity .
This is not the current trend of research PETs , on the contrary , the

tendency is rather to increase the axial FOV by increasing the number of rings .
However, thanks to the TOF , this inconvenience can be palliated .
Indeed, as seen above, processing the TOF information is equivalent to a

sensitivity gain ; consequently the sensitivity reduction stemming from the detection
front surface reduction can be compensated by the TOF gain ; let us recall that 330
ps in time resolution is equivalent to a gain of 3 in sensitivity .

On the other hand the reduction of the FOV can be compensated by moving
the gantry either along the Z axis if the number of rings is reduced, or by a rotation
around the Z axis when the detection head consists of two opposing surfaces; .

That is why the direction of research investigated at LETI is the following :
try to get the best timing possible ( this implies the use of fast expensive PMs ) and
simultaneously , reduce the number of PMs , to decrease the price .

The maximum possible reduction of the ring number leads eventually to a
single ring as shown on fig 4 : two rows of fast PMs are coupled at either side of the
crystals . As one PM sees more than one crystal ( up to three) the decoding is
achieved by means of a window at the back of some of the crystals as seen on the
figure . In this case the sensitivity gain provided by the TOF process is significant
due to the very good resolving time . The spatial resolution is determined by the
crystal front dimension . The obtainable counting rate is very high . However this
solution is not a very practical one because the intrinsic sensitivity of such a single
ring system is very low and there is no possibility of volume acquisition .

To improve the sensitivity, another arrangement consists in using crystals
longer in the Z direction and wider in the tangential direction as illustrated on fig 5 .

In this case the localisation of each gamma impinging on the crystal can be
achieved by small PMs radially coupled to the crystal and working following the light
pondération process as in gamma cameras The sensitivity is much better than with
a single ring due to the size of the crystal ( about 25 x 50 mm on the front face). The
cost ol the detection assembly is higher due to the additional localisation PMs , it is
however lower than that of TTV03 by about a factor 3 . The performance in terms of
timing , spatial resolution and counting rate remains good . The axial FOV is about
45 cm and consequently necessitates a Z movement of the gantry .

Another solution enlarging the axial FOV consists in two large crystals
viewing both sides of the body as in gamma cameras ( see figure 6 ) .

This arrangement insures a rather high sensitivity, moreover improved (as
well as the random rejection ) by the good time resolution in the direction
perpendicular to the two crystals . A complete circular field of view around the body
can be obtained by rotating the system around the Z axis .

The dead time of this system ought to be very low because all the events
are produced in a sole crystal. The spatial resolution depends on the accuracy of
the Anger localisation and the axial FOV is determined by the crystal dimensions.

Such a system uses only one type of PM ( e.g. 50 mm in diameter XP 2020 )
insuring both the spatial and timing resolution , the number of which being low
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enough to lead to a significant price reduction ( again about a factor three compared
to TTV03 ). The gantry is also simplified because, due to the geometry of the
Qr-intillatnr thfi wnhhlinn is not necessary .
.. v . . - _ _ t . _ - _ ^ — j — — __ _ - - f-

scintillator, the wobbling is not necessary

Conclusion .

The above proposals are among the ones likely to lead to developments of
new tomographs less sophisticated and hence less expensive than the machines
currently used in medical research centers . This simplification implies a possible
degradation of some physical parameters ( e. g. spatial resolution ) unless the ideal
PET crystal , i.e. fast , exhibiting high light yield and high stopping power can be
discovered in a near future .

Some candidates have been proposed recently ( e. g. CeF3 I
5I ,CslBrt6! ,

CO3Pb t7! ... ) which are faster than BGO , slower than BaF2 , but emitting in the
spectrum range where quartz windows are not necessary . This would allow the non
TOF machines to reduce the randoms and the TOF machines to get rid of expensive
quartz window PMs . But in the last case , although the TOF process advantage of
reducing the random influence is maintained , the advantage of the sensitivity gain is
lost.

On the other hand , it stems from the above statements that a TOF machine
will be all the more practical for clinical application as the resolving time is good ,
since this results in an increase of the sensitivity gain , allowing the simplification of
the detection assembly .

This implies a fast crystal. Nonetheless BaF2 is not the only candidate ; CsF
for example , although slower , presents other advantages : no need of a quartz
window ( CsF emits around 330 nm ) and no risk of pile up at high counting rate as
it happens with BaF2 due to the slow component of the latter.

As for the stopping power, BGO or eventually CO3Pb are intrinsically better
than BaF2 or CsF , but considering the comparative results given above , between
LETl and CTI machines , this particular characteristic does not present an actual
drawback.
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Comparative characteristics of current
PET tomographs

Type of machine

crystal dimension
(mm)

spatial resolution (mm)

source centered

source 10 cm off center

sensitivity / slice
(Kev/jiCi/cc)

sensitivity / slice

ESW2

scatter fraction

dead time

at 1 ^Ci / cc

at 3 nCi / cc

T.T.V03
LETI

7 x 1 8 x 4 5

5.6

5.7

12

12

16%

O
10%

953 / 31 B
Siemens-CTI

5 . 6 x 6 . 2 x 3 0

4.7

5.3

4.7

13

17%

37%

Table
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T.T.V.03 RANDOM/TRUE RATIO

( <1>20 phantom )

lor 4 rings : 0,27 p

per image pixel : 0,03 p

2 3 4 (p)

concentration in ^Ci / cc

Fig.1



T.T.V.03 EQUIVALENT SENSITIVITY

( IMPROVEMENT FACTOR DUE TO TOF )

( el? 20 phantom )

10

1
0,01 0,0 3 0,1 0,3 1

concentration [iCi / cc

Fig. 2



True random evaluation , thanks to TOF,
in transmission measurement

cal ibrat ion source

iTOF window random level

Fig . 3



Z axis

I

two crystals / PM

I 1

Z motion + Wobbling

Fig. 4 sol . 1 one ring
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rectangular or cylindrical scintillator

Z axis

Fig. 6 sol .3 two coincident surfaces


